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Abstract: This article discusses some of the issues of regionalization of engineering education in the Urals. An urgent task is to prepare the 
technical colleges of engineers, competitive on regional labor markets. The article describes the two major manifestations of the 
regionalization of the Urals: a) the process of distribution of graduates after graduation; b) the process of obtaining a degree in a technical 
college. Conclusions and suggestions are based on the author's survey conducted in 2014 using a content analysis of autobiographical 
information. 
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1. Introduction 
In the current crisis the socio-economic conditions of the 
Russian government with increased attention a complex of 
measures on development, modernization of engineering 
education, raising the prestige of the profession of engineering 
focus and quality of training of technicians. 
Russia has always respected, and people are serious about the 
engineering profession. The importance and the need for its 
economy, industry and agribusiness in our country too to 
explain. As noted by VV Putin, now an engineer - a "high 
professional level, which not only provides the sophisticated 
equipment not only constructs modern equipment and 
machines, but, in fact, forms the surrounding reality" [1]. 
The priority in the development of complex programs on 
modernization of engineering education began to use the 
regional educational and industrial structure, creating their own 
educational systems, which do not contradict nationwide, with 
its structures, systems of financing and management, to fulfill 
specific social goals. The main task of the regional programs in 
the preparation of technical experts is the maximum 
approximation of vocational training to the real production by 
identifying and improving the most relevant demanded 
directions that form a new technological structure of the 
country. [2] 
 

2. Preconditions and means for resolving the 
problem  

In this paper, as an example, using the results of the 
sociological research "Engineer SUSU" conducted in 2014 
using a content analysis of information autobiographical 1000 
graduate of the Faculty of Automobile and Tractor (AP) 
South Ural State University (SUSU), I would like to consider 
the characteristics of regionalization professional engineering 
education. The University is one of the largest universities of 
the Urals, one of the founders, which was the Kirov 
Chelyabinsk Tank Factory. Home University of the existence 
of two faculties (tank-AT and technology-MT) was initiated 
in time of war. South Ural State University awarded the status 
of "National Research University. For 70 years (1943-2013 
gg.) AT-faculty trained over 13 thousand. Engineers who 
work and lead the largest machine-building plants [3]. 
When the procedure of content analysis used a brief 

biography of the graduates of the Faculty of AT-collected 
Valentin Putin engineer automaker, Ph.D. (1987), Honorary 
Worker of vocational education. In 2013, the 70th anniversary 
of the Faculty of Automobile and Tractor SUSU they have 
been prepared and published encyclopedia "Autotractor 
faculty." The author worked on the book for four years 
without interruption from work on holidays and weekends. 

He personally met with graduates of the Faculty of AT-
traveled and many regions of Russia, as well as the author 
connects with alumni who work in car factories and car repair 
Belarus, Ukraine, Georgia, Kazakhstan, the USA, Canada, 
Israel, Germany and others. 
Encyclopedia contains historical chronicle of the Faculty 

from 1942, article about the graduates, teachers, eminent 
scientists autotractor faculty, as well as the various enterprises 
of machine-building industry. 
Further analysis of regionalization of professional 

engineering education, using the biographical method was 
selected and formed the following blocks and parameters. 
1. Categories/groups 

- gender ; 
- age; 
- years of study at the university. 

2. Education 
- form of education; 
- training in the branch of South Ural State University; 
- a diploma "with distinction"; 
- received a specialty; 
- post-graduate studies; 
- availability of scientific degrees and titles; 
- additional education; 
- obtaining secondary education; 
- professional interests. 

3. Employment 
- getting jobs on the distribution of the university; 
- place of work after graduation; 
- the last place of work; 
- scope (s) of activity; 
- there are several places of work. 

4. The work and achievements 
- the availability of career development; 
- specialization of engineering work; 
- stage of career development; 
- steps and jumps on the steps of a career; 
- period of time until the maximum improvement; 
- development and innovation; 
- especially working career. 

5. Merit 
- awards and distinctions; 
- work part-time; 
- hobbies; 
- doing business; 
- military service; 
- marital status; 
- the presence of children; 
- the presence of family dynasties. 
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3. Results and discussion 
The process of regionalization of professional education, 

especially engineering and technical focus, characterized by 
both negative and positive traits. The positive - it can be noted 
that the region is sufficient to effectively solve the problem of 
the preparation of specialists in demand on the real 
enterprises. Taking into account the needs of industrial 
companies, educational institutions and the possibility of 
jointly developing a set of measures for the training of 
engineers. Negative same time, you can select the quality of 
the graduates, formed under the influence of socio-economic 
change in the country. 
In this article, we focus attention on the two main forms of 

regionalization of professional education in the process of 
training engineers. 
1. The process of obtaining a degree at the university 
Scientific and technological progress does not stand still: the 

introduction of new technologies and the use of automated 
labor provide new directions for training engineers. 
Technical institutes have to produce competitive 

professionals in regional labor markets that have high-quality 
education, professional skills, creativity and mobility. 
Modern companies impose on the employee a number of 

specific requirements, following which you must not only be 
active, competent, successful, it is important to be 
professional and mobile: confident, stand on your feet, be 
easily trained and professionally relevant. The largest deficit 
in the training of young professionals, experts today are 
qualities such as possession of office equipment ("deficit" - 
75%), possession of practical skills (55%), independence 
(45%), honesty (45%), organizational skills (40%), 
communication skills (35%), and others. [2] 
After an in-depth analysis of the study data "Engineer 

SUSU" were isolated events / activities in which graduates of 
the Faculty of AT participated in addition to the main areas of 
engineering. Next, the data were grouped into blocks and 
each block allocated indicators (Table 1.). 
Table 1. 

Interests/hobbies autotractor engineering faculty 
 

Activities Measures/Indicators 

Engineering 
activities 

 

- Participation in the development and 
production of new products (30%); 
- Availability of innovative proposals, 
copyright certificates (17%); 
- Development of training courses, 
techniques, engineering programs, and 
TS (10%); 
- Participating in the testing 
devices/systems (8%); 
- The existence of patents (7%); 
- Performances at international 
congresses, conferences, scientific and 
technical areas (2%); 

Wellness/ 
Fitness 

- Passion for sports (3%); 
- Achieving levels of the 
candidate/master of sports (2%); 
- To achieve the title of champion in the 
sport (2%). 

Managerial/entr
epreneurial 

skills/abilities 

- Doing business (6%); 
- The organization of competitions/ 
schools/sections/(sports, car, etc.) (1%). 

Political 
activity 

 

- Active work in the public, industrial 
life of the enterprise (17%); 
- Participation in exhibitions/contests/ 
competitions (4%); 
- Membership in unions/associations/ 
boards (8%); 
- Work as an MP (3%); 
- Participation in the social/charity work 
(1%). 

Law 
enforcement/ 

legal activities 

- The presence of rank in the police, the 
Federal Security Service; MIA (3%). 

Scientific 
activity 

 

- Work in the field of science and 
education (15%); 
- Availability of scientific publications 
(15%); 
- Writing a book/monograph (5%); 
- Membership in the Academy 
IAAS/RANS (4%). 

The ability to 
transfer their 

experience and 
education/ 
mentoring 

 

- Conducting training sessions for 
students of universities (16%); 
- The presence of the status of associate 
professor (11%); 
- The presence status of a professor 
(6%); 
- PhD leadership/membership in the 
dissertation councils (2%); 
- Work in high school and academic 
lab/office (1%); 
- Work as a mentor (1%). 

Literary 
literacy/ability 
to speak and 
write/creative 

needs 
 

- Membership in the Union of 
Journalists/photoartists (2%); 
- Membership of the editorial board 
(Scientific and Technical) (1%); 
- Participation in the initiative of the 
enterprise (1%); 
- Passion for literature/publications 
(1%); 
- Work in the media (newspapers, radio) 
(1%). 

 
By expanding the range of interests in the training of 

engineers, applying the principles mezhditsiplinarnogo 
approach can be possible to reach a new level of preparation. 
We need to create educational and methodological program 
demanded in actual production based on learning specific 
skills. 
"So, for the comprehensive training of engineers of all types, 

taking into account the specifics of the regional industry may 
be important forms of training network, bringing together 
under the aegis of the leading technical universities in the 
potentials and competences of universities of different 
profiles, with necessarily involving research institutes and 
leading industrial companies, distributed by regions of the 
country" - based on the verbatim report of the meeting of the 
Presidential Council for Science and Education, June 23, 
2014 [1]. 
2. The process of distribution of graduates after graduation 
Graduates are sent to work for the company on the 

distribution of the university (47%) and only 6% are 
employed on their own, 4-5 course or begin work after 
graduating from college and getting parallel to the diploma of 
higher education. 
Geographically distributed engineering faculty AT analyze 

data on the following (% of the total number of respondents - 
1,000 people.) (Fig. 1): 
 

 
Fig. 1. 

Workplace AT-graduate faculty after graduation 
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As a result, after graduation and employment at the company 
81% of engineers are working in the city, which were sent to 
the university. 
The study allows to allocate 22 areas in which employ 

graduates of the Faculty of Motor Transport, throughout his 
professional career 11 fields of activity for production 
purposes and 11 fields of activity of social orientation. The 
most common and actively influence the life of engineers are 
the following (% of the total number of respondents - 1,000 
people.): 
A. labor in the production of: 
- Mechanical engineering and metal – 61, 
- Defense production (MIC) – 15, 
- Transport and communications – 13. 
B. Work in the social sphere: 
- Science and scientific services – 29, 
- Education – 26, 
- Governance, security agencies – 12. 
Specificity of the Ural region is that the presence of 

industrial agglomerations, with a concentration manufactures 
motor, metallurgical, power nature, which are combined into 
Clusters, allows engineers to be professionally mobile and 
change jobs / company without much damage (Figure 2). 

 

 
Fig. 2. 

Changing jobs Engineers AT Faculty 
 

When the process of upgrading the quality of engineering 
education and technical training in the region is the problem 
of attracting practitioners of domestic and foreign large 
industrial companies, with the aim of teaching for students. 
According to our data, 11% of the Ural engineers 
concurrently with the main work in the industrial sector prefer 
to look for jobs in scientific and educational spheres, in 
particular universities and research institutions. It was also 
found that 21% of engineers prefer to expand the range of 
professional competencies, by changing the production sector 
activities in research and education or, conversely, of science 
and education back into production. 
It should ensure the maximum influx of engineering staff 

directly to industrial enterprises - to develop ways to adapt, 
incentive, motivation, social security engineers, as well as to 
form an expanded program of targeted distribution. 
 

4. Solution of the examined problem 
In recent years, the President of the Russian Federation has 

repeatedly drawn attention to the need to modernize the 
system of engineering education and training of technical 
personnel. The complex of measures to improve the social 
prestige of the engineering profession: stronger domestic 
engineering schools, establish national research universities, 
earmarked funds are invested in the development of material 
base of faculties of engineering, developed the scheme 
interaction of secondary and higher vocational education and 
specific industries; improved system of training and the 
development of the student body and faculty; is detected 
(determined) the need for engineering staff in the medium and 
long term by sectors, regions and major employers. 
Currently, social scientists concerned with the reproduction 

of the human potential, believe that to improve the system of 

engineering education in the regions it is advisable to develop 
a set of complementary activities (programs) for training 
engineers since pre-school and school education. Engineers 
should be prepared "from the cradle", identifying the most 
capable and talented children. If, during the start planting the 
child skills with technology and gradually deepening, 
complicating the development of the program, you can create 
groups, classes with engineering and technical bias. [4] 
To maximize the influx of engineering staff directly to the 

industrial enterprises in the region - it is necessary to develop 
methods of adaptation, incentives, motivation, social security 
engineers, as well as to form an expanded program of targeted 
distribution. It would not be amiss to develop programs / 
projects for the development of large state-owned companies 
and regions with the inclusion of these programs / projects the 
need for technical personnel in the short term of 5-7 years, 
and long-term horizons of up to 20 years. 
 

5. Conclusion 
In conclusion, we note that today the Russian society to seek 

to form a new socio-economic formation - a society of 
knowledge, which can not be imagined without high-tech 
production, and social and intellectual development of mobile 
young professionals with the ability to effectively use and 
distribution of scientific knowledge and technology. 
"Today, leaders of global development, said the President of 

Russia - are the countries that are able to create breakthrough 
technologies, and based on them to form their own strong 
industrial base. The quality of engineering staff is becoming a 
key factor in the competitiveness of the state and that it is 
essential, as a basis for its technological, economic 
independence". 
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